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Abstract

Environmental crimes related to industrial waste refer to illegal activities conducted by industrial factories that pose harm to the environment and human health. In many developing nations, law enforcement agencies underestimate the prevalence of such crimes. This study focuses on investigating the role of law enforcement institutions in preventing industrial waste-related environmental crimes within selected regions and city administrations of Ethiopia. Employing a qualitative research approach with an exploratory design, the study used key informant interviews and document analysis as data collection tools. The researchers purposively selected sample regions (Amhara, Oromia, Sidama, and Harari) and two city administrations, engaging participants from law enforcement bodies (regional police, code enforcement (Militia)), environmental protection authorities, and communities. The findings reveal that although there are national and international laws addressing industrial waste-related environmental crimes, their enforcement is limited because of a lack of awareness about the legal framework within the country. Environmental protection authorities play a significant role in enforcing environmental laws and standards compared to other law enforcement agencies. Opportunities for preventing industrial waste-related environmental crimes include existing environmental laws, community participation, stakeholders, and addressing environmental cross-cutting issues. Conversely, challenges to effective prevention include a lack of cooperation among law enforcement bodies, limited awareness about crimes, insufﬁcient resources, and misconceptions by responsible bodies. Based on these ﬁndings, the study proposes suggestions to strengthen law enforcement agencies.
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Introduction

This research delves into the role of law enforcement in preventing industrial waste-related environmental crimes in speciﬁc regions and city administrations of Ethiopia. The 1995 Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE), its environmental policy, and later legislations encompass environmental rights aligned with major international environmental law conventions. These rights include the right to live in a clean and healthy environment, access to justice, and information, as well as public participation (Amsalu, 2019).

Rapid industrialization in Ethiopia has resulted in the generation of industrial wastes, including hazardous ones, yet awareness of these wastes and their impact on humans and the environment is still limited (Membere, 2019). Industrial wastes, occurring in solid, liquid, and gaseous states, are often considered useless byproducts of production processes, contributing to environmental pollution (Mekonnen, 2012). In response, the government has enacted various proclamations to manage wastes and control environmental crimes, particularly those related to industrial waste. The environmental crime situation report in Ethiopia (2009) highlights the prevalence of environmental crimes related to pollution, often going unreported to law enforcement agencies, with little accountability for violators (Mwebaza et al., 2009). Major impediments to effective implementation include the government's lack of human resources and proper technology for environmental protection, prioritization of economic growth over environmental concerns, environmental corruption, and the inadequate responsiveness of public, policy makers, executives, and judicial organs to environmental rights (Amsalu, 2018).

Inspections of industrial facilities reveal non-compliance with standard limit requirements set by regulatory bodies and a lack of a separate institutional system for hazardous waste management (Assnakew, 2017). Law enforcement agencies, particularly the Ethiopian Federal Police Commission, display a low proﬁle on environmental crime, partly because of its novelty in Ethiopia and limited active involvement of police ofﬁcers in environmental crime prevention.

Literature suggests a focus on waste management rather than waste-related crimes, with little attention from enforcement institutions on preventing environmental crimes compared to other crime types. Specialized environmental inspectors enforce environmental standards under Article 7 of the Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation No. 295/2002. However, limited research in the study area addresses law enforcement institutions' efforts in preventing industrial waste-related crimes, prompting this study to fill the knowledge gap by exploring their roles.

The general aims of this study were to investigate law enforcement roles in preventing industrial waste-related environmental crimes in selected regions and city administrations. The speciﬁc aims included examining legal frameworks, assessing law enforcement practices in preventing industrial waste-related environmental crimes, and finding opportunities and challenges.

Research Methods

The study focused on Oromia, Amhara, Harar, and Sidama regional states, along with two city administrations (Addis Ababa and Dire Dawa). Employing a qualitative research approach with exploratory research design was crucial for delving into the roles of law enforcement bodies in preventing industrial waste-related environmental crimes.

Sampling Techniques

Purposive sampling proved instrumental in describing a phenomenon or developing insights when little is known about it (Kumar, 2014). Organizational, participant and document selection was purposeful, conducted in areas chosen based on the prevalence of industries. Researchers were considered participants because of their knowledge and experiences with environmental crime issues. Interviews were selectively conducted with individuals having background information on industrial waste-related environmental crimes and law enforcement roles.

Data Collection Tools and Procedures

Primary data collection involved face-to-face interviews with key informants, such as leaders and experts from police institutions, environmental protection authorities, and code enforcement. These informants were selected based on their positions and ability in industrial waste protection. Secondary data, relevant to the study, were sourced from documents, reports, and training curricula of environmental protection authorities, code enforcement, and police institutions. Document analysis was performed on various environmental policies, including proclamations, regulations, and police training curricula, to supplement ﬁndings from key informant interviews.

Source of Data

Data sources included primary inputs from regional, city administration and federal environmental protection authorities, as well as regional and city administration police
institutions and communities. Secondary data were derived from the FDRE constitution, proclamations, police training curricula, regulations, books, journals, and existing research findings.

**Data Analysis Techniques and Procedures**

Voice audio tapes supported data collection, with recordings labeled, translated, and transcribed into Word files. A coding system using MS-Word eased the rapid and comprehensive summary of information for each study question. Themes were developed based on categorical and text codes, allowing for the classification of respondents into specific groups. Themes were refined in alignment with the study's aims, incorporating the views and ideas of respondents. Data collected from interviews were discussed and integrated into the data discussion and interpretation section.

**Ethical Consideration**

The researchers adhered to standard ethical practices, ensuring participant privacy and data confidentiality. Oral informed consent was got before administering study tools, with participants well-informed about the study's purpose.

**Results and Discussion**

**Results**

The sample institutions were demographically distributed: 18 participants from police organizations (Oromia, Addis Ababa, Sidama, Harar, Dire Dawa, Amhara), 11 participants from the environmental protection authority (Amhara, Addis Ababa, Dire Dawa, Sidama, Harar, Oromia), nine participants from city code enforcement, and 12 participants from the community. 50 key informants were involved. The study results are presented based on the specific aims as follows.

**Legal Frameworks to Prevent Industrial Waste-Related Environmental Crime**

National and international laws play a crucial role in controlling industrial waste-related environmental crimes. At the national level, the Environmental Protection Agency of Ethiopia oversees the adherence to environmental laws, including solid waste management regulations. The National Environmental Policy, formulated by the Agency in 2011, supplies guidelines for waste management execution. While legal frameworks exist to prevent environmental crimes, implementation challenges persist. The following legal frameworks directly affect the prevention and control of environmental crimes, especially those related to industrial waste.

**Ethiopian Environmental Policy**

Approved in 1997, the policy aims to manage environmental resources responsibly, fostering sustainable growth and improving the quality of life for all Ethiopians. Its key sub-articles address waste management, emphasizing garbage collection services, solid waste recycling, safe disposal, and the need for scientific research on sanitary landfills.

**Public Health Protection Proclamation No. 200/2000**

Article 12 of this Proclamation mandates waste collection in designated locations, ensuring it does not jeopardize public health or the environment.

**Environmental Impact Assessment Proclamation No. 299/2002**

It requires an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for projects with significant effects on the environment, including waste disposal facilities like landfills. It helps municipal solid waste management systems through the EIA process.

**Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation 300/2002**

It sets up a legal obligation to prohibit environmental pollution, with Article 5 governing the handling of hazardous and non-hazardous trash. Emphasizes collaboration between environmental agencies and municipal waste management for effective implementation.

**Solid Waste Management Proclamation No. 513/2007**

The first nationwide policy on solid waste management aims to prevent issues arising from waste and promote its beneficial use. It covers planning, transportation, recycling, burning, disposal and community participation.

**Electrical and Electronic Waste Management and Disposal Regulation No. 425/2018**

The first regulation in Ethiopia addressing the management and disposal of old electronics, emphasizing environmental impact reduction through practices like fixing, reusing, and recycling.

**Hazardous Waste Management and Disposal Control Proclamation No. 1090/2018**

It sets up a system for safe disposal of hazardous waste, preventing harm to humans, animals, and the environment. It further outlines principles for clean production and regulations for labeling, storing, reusing, treating, and recycling hazardous waste.

**Criminal Code of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia Proclamation No.414/2004**

Article 517 prohibits water contamination, and Article 519 criminalizes environmental pollution. Articles 520 and 521 address mishandling of dangerous waste, illegal transfers and violations of environmental impact assessment requirements.

**Ratified International Waste Conventions**

Ethiopia follows the Rotterdam Convention (proclamation No. 278/2002) and the Basel Convention (proclamation No. 357/2003), contributing to global efforts in regulating the international trade of dangerous chemicals and waste disposal. By adhering to these legal frameworks, Ethiopia aims to enhance its waste management practices domestically and contribute to global environmental protection.

As explained by most of the participants of the study, there is a legal framework to protect the environment and prevent environmental crime, particularly industrial waste related crime. A key informant from Addis Ababa Environmental Protection Authority (AAE2) noted: “In order to prevent industrial pollution, there is a legal framework for prosecuting criminals who violate the Council of Ministers regulation. For preventing environmental crimes, there is a simple law, but for enforcing the law and regulations, an assumption is made” (Addis Ababa KII, 2022).

Besides the above, an Addis Ababa Peace and Security Office Expert (AAPSE) opined: “There are laws that govern environmental crime, as said in Ethiopia's penal code. Even though the criminal code made it clear what would happen if laws were broken, we do not always follow through and work to prosecute the offender,” (Addis Ababa KII, 2022).
Most interviewees believe the police discharge their responsibilities passively. Rather than unlike other types of crime. Police involvement in preventing industrial waste crime is minimal. The prevention of industrial waste crime is not considered a primary role for police officers, environmental crime was considering low. According to a Harar Police Crime Investigation property. From the police officers' point of view, the role of police in industrial waste related enforcement.

In this section, we present the findings relating to the law enforcement practice in preventing industrial waste related environmental crime. Our findings are organized based on three law enforcement agencies' perspectives: police, environmental protection authority, and city code enforcement.

**Police Organization**

The Ethiopian police forces are frontline promoters and enforcers of laws of the country. They are present at grassroots levels and as such, can ensure not only those environmental laws are followed but can also raise awareness and understanding of environmental matters. The primary role of the police organization is to prevent any crime committed in the country. The police should prevent any type of crime to reduce the impact of it on human beings and loss of property. From the police officers' point of view, the role of police in industrial waste related environmental crime was considering low. According to a Harar Police Crime Investigation Leader (HP1):

> There is an assumption in the police organization that the industrial waste related environmental crime is not considered as a crime as like other types of crime. The problem is a good governance issue. It is not considered as a crime. I do not think that the problem solved by the police. The understanding with us is that if the problem arises, the destroyed property compensated by civil law. If there is a complaint that a crime has been committed, we do the work of investigation and criminal prosecution, but there is not much awareness about this problem (Harar KII, 2022).

In addition, an Addis Ababa Police Officer (AAP1) expressed:

> In Addis Ababa, Kaliti sub-city, for example, there are many factories, including leather factories. Even if we look at the Awash Beverage and Walia Factory, the local community is exposed to various health problems and the effluents from these factories are diverted to the river. We are hearing such complaints from the communities, but Addis Ababa police commission did not give emphasis to solve the problems. We consider the problem is solved by environmental authorities and local leaders (Addis Ababa KII, 2022).

The prevention of industrial waste crime is not considered a primary role for police officers, unlike other types of crime. Police involvement in preventing industrial waste crime is minimal. Most interviewees believe the police discharge their responsibilities passively. Rather than actively preventing waste-related crime, the police act in a supportive role for the environmental protection authority and city code enforcement office. According to the interviewees, a Harari Police Leader (HP2) opined: “The police will have a role in prevention of industrial waste related crime. In rural areas, the community first gives their complaint to Militia. When the case is beyond Militia ability and gives it to the police. The police also work with the administration to write a letter to the affected industry/factory because it is causing such damage.” (Harar KII, 2022).

A police leader in Amhara Region reported:

> Police officers do not have awareness about industrial related environmental crime. Investment, tourism, and industrial police were set up, but there is no clear job description for practical work. Rather than protecting and investigate industrial waste related environmental crime, the department set up for industrial physical security, to create a safe environment for investors, to protect tourist attraction areas and for safety of investors that create crime environment (Bahidar KII, 2022).

Mostly, the police organization cannot discharge their responsibilities in prevention of environmental crimes particularly industrial waste related crime. The role of the police is limited in prevention of industrial waste related crime as compared to other types of crime. Failing to prioritize environmental crimes, particularly industrial waste related crime, as a major part of police policy has meant that they are assigned low levels of priority.

**Environmental Protection Authority**

The environmental protection authority is set up primarily to protect the environment. The authority also set up thoroughly out the country at federal and regional level. The environmental organs establishment proclamation No. 295/2002 re-established the federal EPA as an autonomous organization vested with expanded mandates. The law also decentralized the original central structure of environmental management. All the participants of the environmental protection authorities said that the authorities had a duty in enforcing environmental laws, proclamations, and regulations. Enforcing environmental standards are the responsibility of a specialized body of the environmental inspectorate. The authorities also strictly enforce the environmental impact assessment proclamation. Here, a Harar Environmental Protection Authority Manager (HE1) said:

> This office's principal duty is to take several actions to stop the harm brought on by environmental contamination. According to the authority granted when the decree was founded, environmental protection primarily comprises the prevention of environmental pollution, hence control is its primary function. Environmental laws are passed. When environmental rules are broken, data are gathered by the law, and environmental criteria are used to interpret the law and decide whether pollution has occurred (Harar KII, 2022).

This shows that, environmental protection authority practices the prevention of industrial waste related environmental crime. In addition, the authority has laws that are used for protection and control of crime.

Besides this, an expert from Sidama Environment Protection Authority (SEI) reported: “The industries were first found outside of residential areas, and we, as the environmental protection authority office watched over how they were prevented environmental pollution from harming the neighborhood. If we noticed any issues, we would inform the industry owners.” (Hawaasa KII, 2022).
From the above statements the researchers understand that the environmental protection authorities have a role in preventing environmental pollution. Based on the laws and regulations, the authority enforces to prevent environmental damage.

**Code Enforcement Office/Militias**

The city’s Code Enforcement Office is set up to enforce regulations which are enacted by their respective administration. The office can prevent and control illegal activities. As most of the participants said that the code enforcement office works in preventing and controlling illegal activities especially related to industrial wastes. From the participants, an Addis Ababa Code Enforcement Office Leader (AAC2) noted: “In order to stop and manage illicit activity, my office collaborates with other parties involved. First, we educate waste producers on the proper handling and disposal of wastes without endangering human health. We take corrective measures whenever there is a violation of the law.” (Addis Ababa KII, 2022).

The code enforcement office has a role in preventing a violation of rules and regulations about industrial waste related environmental crime.

From the above finding, the researchers understand that there is limited effort from the law enforcement agencies in preventing industrial waste related environmental crime in the study area.

**Law Enforcement Opportunities on Prevention Industrial Waste Related Environmental Crime Legal Frameworks**

There are different laws, proclamations and guidelines which contribute to preventing and controlling environmental crime, particularly industrial waste related crime. As said by the environmental protection authority interviewees, there is a legal framework to prevent industrial waste related crime. A Dire Dawa Environmental Protection Authority Expert (DEP1) noted, “As a law enforcement agency, there is a clear law to prevent environmental pollution, but we are working to act against the culprits, but this environmental crime law has a clear legal framework.” (Dire Dawa KII, 2022).

In addition, a Harar Environmental Protection Manager (HEP1) stated, “There is national environmental policy, laws, proclamations, environmental standards to prevent environmental crime particularly industrial waste. In our case, the regional government also adopts and customizes the existing environmental laws to control environmental pollution and damage.” (Harar KII, 2022).

**Community Participation**

All the participants of the study recognize the existence of participation from the community in supplying information about the problems which they face. As with most industries/factors found in the residents of the community, they easily find problem. Most of the participants from the community state that they are actively involved in supplying information about the problems. From community participant, a Harar City interviewee said:

> We met an issue at the Harar Beer Factory, which we reported to the kebele administrator. However, despite our efforts, the problem persisted. As a result, we escalated the issue and contacted the Environmental Protection Authority and the police station for aid. Despite their involvement, the problem is still unsolved to this day. We are continuing to work towards finding a resolution and ensuring that such issues do not happen again in the future (Harar KII, 2022).

From the police respondents in the participation of the community, a Harari Police Crime Prevention Leader (HP2) stated:

> The level of community involvement in Harar is good. Because of the waste and fluids produced by industry, the Harar beer factory caused harm to the community farm and health. To address the issue, they reported it to the proper body beginning with the local administrator. They gather and travel to the area if the district cannot address them. The liquid from Harar beer has recently caused damage to some people's farms, and many of them have reached the point of staging a peaceful protest because they have not received an answer to their petitions or questions (Harar KII, 2022).

The above statement supports the existence of community participation in addressing the problem. For preventing environmental crime, communities typically play a significant role in both environmental authority and law enforcement organizations.

**Presence of Different Stakeholders**

The environment is not one law enforcement agency business. There are different stakeholders in federal and regional level who work in the prevention of environmental crime particularly industrial waste related crime. The police institutions play a role in enforcing national and international laws that relate to environmental crime. In addition, there are also regulations and guidelines for the environmental crime protection authority that works on environmental protection standards and specification. There are also code enforcement agencies, investment bureaus, federal and regional environmental protection authority.

The main stakeholders in the prevention of environmental crime were governmental and non-governmental organizations that work on issues like poverty, economic growth, sustainable peace and security, environment-smart agriculture and natural resource management.

**A Critical Issue**

Environmental crime is serious as any other crime affecting society today. The environment is a burning issue in the world. The protection of the environment is support by different stakeholders. As the issue is hot, our government develops environmental policy, laws, different proclamations, and guidelines. The government also signed two international agreements. There is also NGOs which work in the environment's protection. Especially the government enacts Environmental proclamation to assess the impact of a project on the environment. All the environment protection authority participants state that EIA proclamation should strictly implement to prevent environment damage before starting any development activities or projects. Here, a Harari Environment Protection Authority Manager (HEP1) said:

> In earlier time, there was a problem to giving license to the investors to start their projects. As a result, anyone can build any project without the permission of the environmental protection authority but know any project should get EIA permission from the authority after conducting environmental impact assessment. Currently in our office: the environment impact assessment proclamation is strictly administered (Harar KII, 2022).

**Challenges of Law Enforcement in Industrial Waste Related Environmental Crime Prevention**

There are different challenges which face law enforcement agencies in prevention of industrial waste related environmental crime.
Lack of Coordination Between the Stakeholders

Environmental protection needs more coordination among different law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement agencies have not mutual understanding to discharge their responsibilities in prevention of environment crime particularly industrial waste related crime. Because of this mutual law enforcement, agencies cannot work together to tackle industrial waste related crime. Most of the participants of the study said that there was a lack of coordination among the stakeholders in preventing industrial waste related environment crime. An improvement in environmental law enforcement fraternity relations could be achieved through ability building and environmental crime, law, and enforcement training, which should be the principal strategy to enhance the environmental policing ability of the police. This should be done with the acknowledgement that different multi-stakeholder actors have their own area niches in the larger domain of environmental management and enforcement, e.g., the police, judges and prosecutors, environmental management authorities, and others mandated by law to protect the environment. A Federal Environmental Protection Authority Expert (FEP1) stated:

From the police officer respondents, Harar police leaders (HP1) said that: -

As police officers, we must contend with a lack of knowledge about environmental crime prevention. Environmental laws are not sufficiently known. Some people believe that environmental protection is unrelated to police work. When such situations arise, it is reasonable to conclude that the environmental protection authority is responsible, as is the enforcement of the laws (Harar KII, 2022).

In support of the above statement, a Dire Dawa police leader (DP2) similarly opined that “As far as our office is concerned, we are not aware of any environmental criminal law. Because there is no established legal framework, we are not defending crimes against the environment.”’’ (Dire Dawa KII, 2022).

The community may not have an accurate understanding of a problem, which could be categorized as a crime and instead consider it as a problem of good governance. This misinterpretation can lead to a lack of proper action and may cause the problem existing or worsening. One of the Harari police leaders (HP2) noted, “The community raises the problem by considering it as a problem of good governance for the administration of the region. There is nothing for them to come to the police and ask their questions. But they give their complaints to the Kebele farmer's association or district in the rural area. If the district does not resolve them, they gather and come to the region.”’’ (Harar KII, 2022).

From the above ideas, the researchers acknowledge that there is knowledge gap within the police officers about environmental laws. The problem of awareness about environmental crime is not limited to police officers but also the community faces this challenge.

Lack of Awareness about the Crime

All the concerned law enforcement agencies have no mutual understanding about environmental laws. There is a problem in the existence of environmental laws and enforcing bodies. Environment protection is given to the environment protection authority. From the law enforcement agencies, Police is the frontline and the one which have a significant role in the prevention of industrial waste related crime, but officers assume that the prevention of the industrial waste related crime is primarily to the environment protection authority and code enforcement bodies.

Law enforcement agencies are limited on the handling of environmental crimes and enforcement of law with responsibly. This is because of lack of police officers’ initiatives. The role of preventing industrial waste related crime is given to the environmental protection authority. The reason is that they have little knowledge of environmental law; there are gaps in their knowledge about basic environmental crime prevention and investigations. Besides, environmental crime protection authority also did not inform the crime to police officer, the authority handles investigation of civil and crime cases (Addis Ababa KII, 2022).

Besides the above ideas, a Harari police leader (HP2) said:

Within law enforcement agencies there are no clear responsibilities in the prevention of environmental crime. There is no system to work together with the concerned body to prevent this type of crime. For example, we employ officers to prevent and investigate other crimes like violence, property, state crimes but the environmental protection authority also tries to prevent industrial waste related environmental crime and problems. There is not clearly cooperation among the concerned stakeholders in preventing such crimes (Harar KII, 2022).

From the above findings, there is a coordination problem among the law enforcement agencies.

Inadequate Resources

As most of the respondents explain that there are shortages of resources to enforce the environmental laws. Especially as mentioned by most of the environmental protection authority participants there are shortage of vehicles to strictly enforce the environmental laws, proclamation and guidelines by supervising the industries or factories regularly. There is also a lack of laboratories to test the environment pollution status. There is a shortage of workforce to prevent and investigate environmental crime. Here, an environmental expert from Dire Dawa (DEP2) said: “There is a shortage of vehicles to supervise industries of factories regularly. There is also a lack of laboratories to test the environmental pollution status and the environmental experts also limited.”’’ (Dire Dawa KII, 2022).

Misperception about Responsible Law Enforcement Agency in Prevention of Industrial Waste Crime

Most of the participants of the study assumed that the ones primarily responsible for industrial waste and environmental crime were the environmental protection authorities. Environmental crime is given to the authority. The other stakeholders have a supportive role in the prevention of environmental crime, particularly industrial waste crime. Here, a Dire Dawa police leader (DP1) noted: “In my understanding, environmental protection and enforcement of environmental law are primarily given to the environmental protection authority. I understand the environment crime is a problem. The police role is supportive when the environmental protection authority needs our service.”’’ (Dire Dawa KII, 2022).

In addition, a Harari police leader (HP2) narrated:

From my view, the primary duty to control environmental problem is environmental protection authority and code enforcement office. As you know, the police’s primary duty is to prevent and investigate crime rather than focusing on such problems. Environment problem is addressed by enforcing environment regulations which needs experts or professionals (Harar KII, 2022).

From the above statement there is misperception about the responsible body in the prevention of industrial waste related environmental crime in police organization.
**Challenge from Owners of the Industry**

Most of the participants of the study show that there is a challenge from the owner of the industries in prevention of industrial waste related environmental crime. Because of prohibitive costs of treating and disposing hazard wastes and other wastes, most of the owner of the industry needs illegal disposing of wastes. Here, an officer at Addis Ababa environmental protection authority (AAE1) noted:

> The investors or owners of the industry have long hands to conceal their illegal practice. And because of their connection with the government bodies, they try to solve the problems by giving some amount of money to the society. I can't think of the act as a crime even if there are laws which define the act as a crime. Especially in our country as we know the industry is small, it is difficult to strictly enforce the environmental laws (Addis Ababa KII, 2022).

**Police Training Gaps**

As shown in the above (lack of awareness), law enforcement workers did not have awareness and knowledge about environmental crime prevention. This is because of lack of different issues like on-the-job training, formal education, workshops, conferences and interagency discussion. Police education and training center lack the ability to incorporate environmental crime prevention technique in the curriculum and training manuals. Because of this police officers cannot know the legal frameworks, proclamations, and regulations.

According to participants from the police institution, they did not know about environmental crime during their training. Police training focus on property and economic crime, but environmental crime was not focused. That is why police officers and members were not aware about the issue.

The researchers analyze the training curricula which given by the Ethiopian police university and assure that the Ethiopian police university gives training for the police officers from short-term training to master level and mainstream environment throughout its curricula but gives little emphasis in module development and training materials.

**Discussion**

**Legal Frameworks**

Ethiopia ratified environmental laws in the constitution and has proclamations and laws on environmental crime. Those laws are not implemented or enforced. Enforcing environmental laws and regulations is an important ingredient in protecting the environment and reducing environmental harm (Nwazi, 2022). This is achieved by various environmental law enforcement agencies running from a global to local level. For instance, some environmental law enforcement agencies operate only at an international level whereas others only operate at the local level (Tomkins & Tomkins, 2018). Without a balance of interests, implementation of the law is difficult. Using political campaigns to enhance enforcement in China shows that the flexibility of short-term policy instruments can offer incremental improvements to enhance the balance between competing interests, and thus increase the effectiveness of the legal system (van Rooij, 2006).

The present study revealed that there was a legal framework in preventing environmental crime, particularly industrial waste related crime. There are laws, proclamations, regulations which have an impact on industrial waste related environmental crime prevention.

**Practice of Industrial Related Environmental Crime Prevention**

As shown from the data, the practices of law enforcement on industrial related environmental crime are weak. This is because of lack of awareness, training gaps, misperception of the community and police members, and not considered as a crime. Environmental crimes are an area of increasing concern, not only because of their globalized nature, but because these crimes have impacts beyond the capacity of criminal justice systems of most states to comprehend or address (Dorn et al., 2007.). Environmental crimes increasingly draw global attention as widespread understanding of their short-term impacts and long-term consequences grows.

Violations of environmental laws and regulations might be local, but the effects that follow may be felt long distances away (Faroque & South, 2022).

According to a report on environmental crime in Ethiopia, there are more pollution-related crimes than expected. Many cases were not reported to the police, so the people who did violations were not punished (Mwebaza et al., 2009.). Similarly, to this, the study revealed that there is limited effort in preventing industrial waste related environmental crime from law enforcement agencies. The environmental protection authorities have good practice in preventing industrial waste related crime by enforcing different proclamation and regulation as compare other law enforcement agencies, but the authorities have taken administrative corrective action for the violation of environmental laws rather than considering the problem as a crime.

**Opportunities of Industrial Related Environmental Crime**

The existences of different stakeholders are important in prevention of environmental crime. The study shows that the environmental protection authority has a key role in enforcing environmental laws and standards. The authority also has role in supervise each industrial site and take corrective action when there violates environmental laws and standards.

The environment is cross cutting which is becoming a fantastic opportunity to prevent industrial waste related environmental crime. There is a concern from the government, civil society, NGOs, and communities.

**Challenges of Law Enforcement on Industrial Related Environmental Crime**

According to environmental crime situation report in Ethiopia, there are significant misunderstandings in the police force about its role about environmental crime and training for police officers in environmental law is quite minimal. This is clear from the low-profile environmental crime committed within the Federal Police Commission. In Ethiopia, the rapid industrialization has led to the generation of industrial wastes including hazardous ones. But, knowledge of these wastes and their impact on humans and the surrounding environment is very limited (Menbere, 2019).

According to the study, police officers have a limited understanding of environmental laws and are not as involved in enforcing them for industrial waste-related environmental crimes, compared to other types of crimes. There is a feeling among law enforcement agencies that environmental law violations are minor issues, rather than serious crimes.

In this study, weak collaboration among concerned institutions is also a challenge. Other studies show the importance of coordination among stakeholders. For example, to build capacity and capability, the activities and collaborations of environmental crime response agencies have tended to naturally occur around networks, which are geographically based, discipline-based and commodity-based (Faroque & South, 2022). The initial importance of multi-agency
networking and collaborative practices stems from simple economics, especially given the pressures for environmental law enforcement to improve at the same time as the need for it expands (Barrett & White, 2018). The effectiveness of environmental law enforcement, particularly in the light of restricted budgets and under-resourced units, will very much depend upon how well partnerships are formed and strategies implemented, and the flexibility of interventions in rapid social and ecological change (Huisman & Van Erp, 2013).

Conclusion and Recommendation

The study reveals that the country has legal frameworks (laws, proclamations, regulation, and guidelines and signed international agreements) which regulate the management of wastes in order to control the commission of environmental crime particularly industrial waste related environmental crime. Even though legal frameworks are accessible to prevent industrial waste related environmental crimes, there is limited in practice in enforcing the existing environmental laws by the law enforcement agencies. The federal and regional environmental protection authorities have a role in enforcing environmental laws and standards as compared to other law enforcement agencies. The existing environmental laws, community participation, presence of stakeholders and environmental cross-cutting issues are considered as an opportunity to prevent industrial waste related environmental crime. Lack of cooperation among the stakeholders, lack of awareness about industrial waste related environmental crime, lack of adequate resources, and misperception about the responsible bodies challenge the effective prevention of industrial waste related environmental crime.

Based on the findings of this study, in order to strength, the law enforcement agencies in prevention of industrial waste related environmental crime; the researchers suggest the Ethiopian government to develop a system in which the law enforcement agencies work together in prevention of industrial waste related environmental crime. The federal, regional, and city police commissions should set up specialized environmental crime prevention and investigation departments in order to strictly enforce the existing environmental laws.
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